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The place of gas in the new reality   

Europe’s gas infrastructure comprises an annual energy delivery capacity of nearly 1 000 bcm – nearly twice that of the
electricity grid on an energy-equivalent basis. Natural gas fulfils security and seasonal balancing functions that are not easily
replicated by a renewables-based power system.

Balancing and security of supply

Gas delivers valuable energy services, some of which – notably seasonal storage, high temperature heat for industry, and
winter heating for buildings – are difficult to replicate cost effectively with low-carbon alternatives.

Seasonal storage and heating, high temperature heat

Short-term peaks in the demand for gas in the power sector are set to rise in order to help integrate larger shares of
renewables. There is, therefore, a strong case for gas-based infrastructure for the flexibility and backup capabilities it
provides for power systems with high levels of intermittent renewable energy, such as solar and wind.

Strategic partner for renewables

While seasonal peaks gradually reduce over time thanks to ambitious efficiency policies, the European Union in aggregate
still requires a gas delivery capacity of at least 60 bcm per month in 2040 to meet normal peak winter load.

In demand at least by 2040 

Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;

This case is being challenged by increasing investments in battery storage and grid management capabilities, which – if
brought to scale – could fulfil the same short-term flexibility functions as gas.

Short-term flexibility functions
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Ukraine 2050: Green energy transition concept

2050+2020

Decarbonization of residential & non-residential premises 
Buildings thermal modernization, green construction standards, home e-storages

Zero-
Emition

Economy

Eco-friendly transport
Electric and hydrogen transport to improve the air quality and citizen health 

Energy sector decarbonization
Replacement of coal generation with renewables, co- & trigeneration of heat 

Low-carbon and resource efficient industry 
Capture waste heat energy, turn into circular economy 

Research & Innovation
Adopting the new technologies – hydrogen transportation, power-to-gas, CC&S  

Social Acceptability & Support
Green dialog, targeted communications, promoting role of prosumers  

Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;



Coal-to-Gas switching    1/2

The vast majority of near-term switching potential lies
in the electricity sector. It is estimated that up to 1200
Mt CO2 could be abated worldwide by switching from
coal to existing natural gas-fired power plants.

It can provide the same energy services
but with lower emissions. Given the time
it takes to build up new renewables and
to improve energy efficiency

Ample supply from new liquefied natural gas capacity has helped push spot prices in Europe
below $5/MBtu in 2019; with a rising carbon price, this has put more than 2/3 of the EU’s
gas-fired capacity within a competitive switching range.

Coal-to-gas reduces emissions by 50% 
when producing electricity and by 33% 

when providing heat. It reduces CO2 
emissions by around 40% for each unit 

of energy output.
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-50%

Low air pollutant emissions of natural gas 
give the potential to rapidly improve air 
quality when substituting other 
combustible fuels 

Electricity sector is 
the most attractive 

The scale depends on relative prices and on regulation

Can use existing 
infrastructure

Reduction CO2 up to 50% “Quick wins” for air quality

Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;



Coal-to-Gas switching    2/2

In the UK coal-to-gas switching
has contributed to a drop of
50% in the emissions intensity
of power generation since 2010.

16 EU countries (part of the Powering Past
Coal Alliance) are pushing for the closure of
existing coal-fired power plants (over 80 GW
or half of the total coal capacity) by 2040.
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Coal-to-gas switching is a compelling near-term option for reducing emissions,
given existing infrastructure and spare capacity. Gas can also contribute to security
of supply by balancing variable renewables and meeting peaks in demand.

Contribution to security of supply 

Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;



Eco-friendly transport for human health    1/5

Outdoor air pollution is the most significant environmental threats to human health

3.7 millions 
premature 
deaths each 
year in the 
world (WHO)

Death from outdoor air pollution will double from current 
level (2.9 mln – diag. below) by 2050 absent policy changes 
(OECD)

In Ukraine yearly air pollution 
causes 50,000 deaths and 2,500 
lost years of healthy living

The air pollution death rate 
in Ukraine is one of the 
highest in the world – rank 
103/103 countries (WHO)

CHINA 
31%

INDIA 
18%

AFRICA 
9%

EUROPE 
14%

Other dev.
ASIA 7%

Southwest
ASIA 6%

Rest of
world
15%

In certain districts of Kyiv monthly
permissible concentrations of harmful
substances in the outdoor air exceeded 6 
times (NO2) and 3 times (formaldehyde)

6Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;



Share of gas in total energy-related emissions

Making natural gas an ally in the fight to curb the health impacts of poor air quality

Natural gas makes a relatively
small contribution to today’s
emissions – only 20% of CO2 
and less than 9% of NO.

NATURAL GAS
improves the air 

we breathe

More natural gas 
= fewer pollutants and 

CO2 emissions

Eco-friendly transport to improve air quality 2/5

7Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;



One of the main causes of outdoor air pollution in cities is its transport

Eco-friendly transport vs. harmful vehicles   3/5

Gas is often cheaper and offers advantages in terms of pollutant
emissions ($70/barrel of oil is equivalent to $12.50/MBtu of gas).

In the transport sector, natural gas can provide an alternative to
oil products for passenger, freight, and maritime uses while
electric and hydrogen ecosystem develops.

Natural gas saves costs and environment

CNG as a transition fuel to zero-emission era   

8Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;

In Ukraine air pollutions caused by trucks, garbage, 
construction and other heavy vehicles, exceeded 150 000 tons, 
65% of total transport emissions in 2018. They produced 3 and 
6 times more emissions than buses and cars, respectively.

We should reduce diesel and gasoline vehicles



Methane transport (CNG) is widespread in some countries of Latin America, Asia and EU

Eco-friendly transport: CNG scope     4/5
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Quantity of CNG cars by country, 2017, thousands units

 In the world there are about 22.4 mln CNG cars and about 26 000 CNG stations

 In average 800 vehicles are serviced by 1 CNG station

 In Europe, the leader by CNG cars popularity is Italy

9Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;
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Both the EU and Russia have been adopted 
the long-term support and development programs for CNG transport

?

Eco-friendly transport: what about Ukraine? 5/5

Now Ukraine is developing the detailed 
plan for the transition to a zero-emission 
economy. So the role of natural gas & 
CNG should be specified soon.

RF plans to allocate about 58 
billion rubles for CNG sector 
development by 2024 and 
additionally attract 500 
billion of state and private
investments

Furthermore, the Gas TSO of Ukraine has identified 
its strategic initiative to promote CNG for the 
widespread use. All the necessary infrastructure 
has already been created.

In the EU, a number 
of programs have 
been adopted to 
support the long-
term development 
of CNG transport
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?

Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;



Research & Innovations

Synthetic methane and hydrogen
production with renewable electric
power to provide storage services

Carbon Capture, Storage 

and Utilization (CCUS) 
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Support and adoption of new energy technologies is one of key strategic initiatives for 
next five years of the new Gas TSO of Ukraine LLC.

CCUS can reduce emissions from coal and
gas power generation and deliver deep
emissions reductions in industrial sectors
such as steel, cement and chemicals.

Power-to-Gas

BiomethaneHydrogen transmission 

Sources: The Role of Gas in Today’s Energy Transitions, IEA report, 2019; The Role of Natural Gas in the Energy Transition, IGU slides, 2018; Ukraine 2050: green energy transition concept, 2020;
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